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A TALE OF TWO CONSPIRACIES:
THE MICROSOFT INVESTIGATIONS ©
By Rick Hornbeck

FOR YOUR EYES

FOR YOUR EYES

the Bible,' in John
ONLY
8:44, it says of the
devil: 'When he lies,
he speaks his native
language.'
I'm not
. one of those who
think Bill Gates is
the devil. I simply
suspect'
that
if
Microsoft ever met
up with the devil', it
wouldn't
need an
i n t e r p r e t e r ."
(InfoWorld,'
9/16,
"When it comes to
ONLY
judging
Microsoft
products, the devil is
.in the details.")

INTRODUCTION
THE FTC INVESTIGATION
Microsoft Corporation
is the source of much folklore and
The Federal Trade
fear. Founded in 1975 by Harvard
Commission began investigating
drop-out
William
Gates
III,
Microsoft in 1990 for its marketing
Microsoft now has an estimated
practices and incentives offered to
90% market share in the personal
Original Equipment Manufacturers
computer operating systems mar(OEMs) and resellers. OEMs are
ket, and is the world's larger develin the business of building computoper of computer software. This
er systems and reseJJing them to
oormnance has-made MlcrosoH
other companies (resellers) who
the object of Department of Justice
then put their own brand name on
investigations as to possible antithem and sell them to retail stores.
competitive
practices.
There is OEMs frequently provide software
strong evidence of continued antion the systems they sell, so that
competitive practice as Microsoft
resellers can then sell complete
attempts to crush competitors in system packages directly to the
the Internet software market by
consumer. According to Microsoft,
forcing computer resellers to load the FTC's 1990 investigation
their World-Wide-Web
(WWW)
focused on a wide range of pracbrowser, Internet Explorer; and
tices including: (1) that Microsoft
other related products exclusively
gave its developers of applications
or face sharply higher license fees.
software
information
about its
Worse, Microsoft has created a operating systems software before
software programming language,
provrdlnq it to other applications
"ActiveX", that allows anyone to developers;
(2) that Microsoft
directly access a user's PC while
engaged in selling "vaporware", by
connected to the WWW, without
announcing that it was developing
the user's knowledge or consent.
a non-existent version of operating
This is the first in a system or application software to
series of three articles on the subdissuade OEMs from leasing a
ject of the ongoing Department of competitor's operating system; and
Justice investigation of Microsoft.
(3) that Microsoft required OEMs
This first article will review the his- that licensed its operating system
tory of the investigations beginning
software also to license Microsoft
in 1990 and leading up to the
applications, Also alleged were tieSpring of 1996.
The second
ins between application and operinstallment will discuss the current
ating system licensing. This means
investigation which Microsoft conthat Microsoft was -giving OEMs
firmed on September 20 of this
special
discounts
on
their
year, and which is probably the
Windows operating system if they
result of letters from Netscape,
would
agree
to load other
O'Reilly and Associates and severMicrosoft products such as MSal Internet Service Providers comWord or MS-Excel on their sysplaining 'about Microsoft's "antitems and not load their competicompetitive tactics." The final artitor's
applications'
such
as
cle will explain in layman's terms 'WordPerfect or Lotus 1-2-3.
some of the nefarious software
tools such as ActiveX
which
DOJ TAKES OVER
Microsoft has developed.
It will
also explore the issue of conspiraWhen faced with the
cies referred to in this article's title.
decision whether to file a comNicholas
Petreley
plaint against Microsoft, the FTC
reflects the sentiment of many in deadlocked 2-2, thus suspending
the Internet
software
industry
the agency's investigation.
The
when, in his weekly
column,
"Down to the Wire," he writes: "In ISee ConspiraCies on p. 4

"Freedom of expression is the matrix, the, indispensable
condition, of nearly eve/}' other form of freedom. "
Justice Benjamin Nathan Cardozo
, Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319, 327 (1937)

CAlIFORN~A FREEDOM SUMMER
,

.

By Cristelle Conanan
1996 PILF Grant Recipient

California Freedom Summer is ed my efforts to the Asian American
a project of the National Lawyers
community.
As a member of the
Guild, aimed to defend civil rights in educational materials committee for
California.
Through this program,
Asian
Pacific
Americans
for
, students come from all over the
Affirmative
Action, I worked with
country to work in one of three
many dedicated individuals to build
areas of focus: immigration, prisonsupport
among
Asian
Pacific
ers'- rights or affirmative action. As Americans,
countering
the widea PILF grant recipient, I volunteered
spread misconception
that Asian
through this project to defend affir-· Americans have "made it" in society. niative action at the No .on 209
APA-AA's goals included eduCampaign in San Francisco.
catinq Asian Americans about IanProp.
209,
the
so-called
yuage discrimination
and other
California "Civil Rights" Initiative, is forms of discrimination
based on
a. deceptive and divisive attack on
stereotypes.
I collaborated with
affirmative action programs.
The
other Asian American agencies to
measure claims it would eliminate . develop
a
dlscrtrnination,
but actually would
multi-lingual brochure that explained
ban affirmative
action programs,
the legal issues involved in Prop. 2
designed to remedy race and gen09, and adopted a Southern Californ
der discrimination in public employia version for the Asian Pacific Amer
ment, education and contracting.
ican Legal Center. APA-AA dlstribThe No on 209 Campaign consists
uted the brochure at citizenship cerof -over 200 sponsorinq organizaemonies and adapted it for use in
tions committed to saving affirmavoter guides and school mock vottive action and all attempts to limit
ing programs. As part of the proopportunities for people of color and ject, I sought out Asian American
women. The campaign sought to politicians
and other co~mun.ity
achieve its primary mission of urg-- leaders who supported ~fflrm~tlVe
.
'aNOUS
ing Californian::. to -::.ee beyond
the ...action.and t=!u:Jatcr~n
ib t d
rhetoric and to consider the real
Asian languages. I also .contn u e
209
to a more comprehensive
booklet
d
fP
angers 0 rop.
.
. I d "W W 't G B k: Asian
In efforts to educate people on entit ~,
e
on.
a . acx: .
"
affirmative action and alert them to Americans .and Affirmative. Action,
. the pending attacks on these prowhich de~alle~ myth-?reaklng fa?ts
grams, our understaffed
office
about affirmative action and ASian
worked on a wide range of jobs,
from stuffing envelopes for fundrais- Isee Freedom Summer p6
ing projects to surveying California
legislators to holding press conferences and coordinating houseparties. The campaign coordinated
Conspiracies
. 1
speakers for various groups and
events, updated sponsors on cam-

I

paign developments
and sent out
legislative alerts on several bills
similar to Prop. 209.
As an assistant to the Northern
California Campaign Coordinator, I
took on several projects to fulfill and
develop the campaign's strategy. I
prepared legal memoranda for the
research department, which sought
to provide a solid and reliable·
source of information used to educate the public and the media. To
further outreach efforts to develop
campaign strategies,
I surveyed
public officials and private organizations to identify a network of support
as well as to educate others about
affirmative action and the serious
legal, economic and social consequences posed by Prop. 209.
In addition to internal projects, I
volunteered with a few of the campaign's sponsoring agencies. As a
volunteer
for Californians
for
Justice, I registered voters and petitioned signatures
for "A Million
Voices for Justice," a project aimed
to educate and involve people in the
fight to preserve affirmative action.
As a Filipino American, I was
aware of th-e special issues affirmative action raises arnonq Asian
Pacific Americans, and thus extend-

Freedom Summer. ..

1

Pub. Interest Concert. 2
Don't Kill Messenger~ . 2
Star Trek Review. . . .. 6
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"
whole goal of education. This message will provide an incentive
and motivation to students around the nation that they can make a
difference. Our community will be a better place if every person
sees themselves as a significant factor that can be responsible for
something positive. If I could make this vision a reality, then there
may be thousands of students that may make that step towards
making their visions a reality also. It will promote community
involvement and advancement through action.

First Annual Loyola Law School
Public Interest Concert
By

PezhffianArdalan

Background:
I am a first year evening student and the evening SBA Social
Chair. I am responsible for all student social activities on or off campus.
Recently, I have unified the day and evening SBA social activities, so that
any off campus activities for day students are now combined with the
evening students events. This is to promote unity and communication
between the evening and day students. I used to promote concerts and
dance clubs about six years ago and have extensive experience in organizing activities as the one I am proposing. I ceased promoting when I
began work as a paralegal and started college. However, during the last
few months I have utilized my promoting skills in my duties as social chair
by organizing 4 mixers at local ,dance clubs and lounges without using any
SBA funds. I negotiated waiver of cover charges and got drink specials for
the students. Our Halloween Party brought in over 400 Loyola students.
The mixers have been extremely successful in promoting networking
between different students. This proposal has been well researched and
thought out.
Goal:
This event is designed to accomplish the following goals:
,
I·
.Raise funds to donate to public interest groups with which our
school is affiliated with. (e.g.: Public Counsel, Operation Role
Model, etc.)
.Promote good publicity for Loyola Law School and place the
school as a leader in community involvement in the public eye.
.Provide lnternet access for Loyola Law students.
There are also several messages we would like to deliver to the
public: '
.Loyola is the leading law school in Los Angeles for community
advancement and public interest.
.The concert will attempt to represent many of the ethnic and
racial communities of Los Angeles. This will provide the message
of unity between a multi-cultural community and exemplify the
diversity of our school.
.Bonding through music, Music has been one of the oldest, most
traditional means of celebration and bonding .
.No dream is beyond your reach. This is more ota personal message that I would like to deliver. Should this concert go through it
will be proof of that statement. It began with a vision from. a -1'st' .
year law student. Acting upon that vision, with motivation, drive,
and persistence is what will make it become a reality. This is the

.'Night Court Produdions
(Evening SBA)
&

Bar Review
(DaySBA)

present

Exam R.lid Party 96
at

Structure:
This is to be a three hour concert held at the main Loyola
Marymount Campus. I imagine an outdoor concert in spring at the Sunken
Gardens. It will hold over 6,000 people. From 6:00 to 9:00 we can have
the outdoor concert. We will then move everyone into the gym for a dance
party hosted by a popular radio station until about 1:00 a.m. The tickets
should cost about $30 per person. They will be made available to the
Loyola law students, undergraduate students and alumni before we open
ticket sales to the general public.
Artists:
I have made great progress on this part of the planning. My goal
is to have Sheryl Crow perform. She is active in public interest. I have
contacted her booking agent and they asked me to fax a proposal. Also, I
have found a 2nd year law student who works for Sheryl Crow's attorney.
The attorney speaks to Ms. Crow personally on a d~ily basis. This law stu:
dent has agreed to put me in contact with the attorney and it looks optimistic.
I, have furthermore,
through discussion
of my idea, been
approached by many students who work in the entertainment and music
, industry who have offered assistance in getting celebrities.
Lynette Y.
Green, Externshipi Pro Bono Sr. Secy. Of Loyola, has put me in contact
with a very popular African American group called For Real. I have also
met with a fellow student that works for a record label. She told me that
she will bring famous artists that will play for free. A popular group called
The Lovin' Miserys have recently agreed to play for free if the concert
, goes through. Their lead singer was from a group called The Rave-ups
who were in the movie "Pretty in Pink" and the drummer is from Concrete
Blonde (very famous rock band). I have also met a student that works for
the popular radio station 102.7 (KIIS FM) who said that he can have them
M.C. and D.J. the dance party and have it live on air. This will be invaluable publicity. I feel extremely confident that I can get the artists and the
radio stations to participate in this event. The student support is extremely
encouraging and goes back to the message that when we work tOgether,
no dream is beyond one's reach. Furthermore, I am sure we can get T.V.
publicity through news clips and specials since our school is well connected with the media.
.
Costs:
.
The amazing part of this proposal is that it should not cos! Loyola
a thing. I am looking for sponsors and have found some already. All the
artists and radio stations have agreed to play for free, with the
exception of Sheryl Crow and For Real. However, Sheryl Crow
charges about $30,000 for a full concert. We only need her to
play for about 45 minutes, which is like a half concert. Bein'g
for public interest, if she refuses to play for free, I will attempt to
negotiate her to accept between $10,000 to $15,000 contingent upon ticket sales. Since we will be selling advance tick- ets, ",!e could agree as soon as we reach the agreed amount,
we Will pay her charge. ' I do not anticipate any other costs that
I could not get sponsored.
.
There is also the issue of security at the concert. I am
unsure whether the campus security would be ample. Should
the- cost of security become an issue, I may be able to get a
sponsor to cover the cost.

EMI
6602 Melrose Blvd.
Hollywood
Corner of Melrose & Highland
Come celebrate
club has hosted
EXCLUSIVEL
bands

and release post exam tension at the premier night club in Los Angeles. Thiparties for famous celebrities such as Brad Pitt and others. Doors are open
Y to Loyola Students and their guests. There will be live performances
by
and a D.J. to keep you dancing all night long on a large dance floor.

00 NOT MISS THIS ONE!

D.j. & Live Bands
Full Bar-Oining-Oancing

·Thursday, December 19, 1996
9:30 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.
NO COVER CI HRGlE & BlUNK SPEClAL.:')
FOR LOYOLA STlJDEN'lf'S AND Tlmm ct 'K4)TS

11 & over

wI

valid I.D.

Dress Appropriately

Disbursement:
~W_ecan reserve 500 tickets to be given away over the air
by radio stations and for V.I.P. guests. Another 5500 tickets
will be sold at $30 a piece. This will bring in about $165,000.
Even if $30,000 of that was deducted in costs 1, there would
still be a net of $135,000. Of that we can give up to 70% to the
public interest groups and earmark 30% for student related
funds. This year we would like to have that 30% given towards
gaining home Internet access to the students. As you may be
~ware, .w_eare .one of the only schools that is lagging far behind
~n provldl~g this service to students. The SBA has been rallyIng for this cause for some time and we understand that there
~re s~me fund.s set aside for this. We Would like to provide an
Inc~ntlve to get the Internet by matching your budget with the
estimated $40,000 to $45,000 we anticipate having earmarked
from the concert. This service will not only allow more access
f?r students to the school but promote many of the organizations on campus. It will give evening students who are not at
school during the days a link to the faculty and school organizations through e-I\lail and web pages. We have voiced these
needs to the people from Edutech who came on the campus
and interviewed students and faculty in regards to this issue.
They said they will be writing a report for the Dean outlining our
concerns and needs.
See Concert

on page 6

,

,
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.FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW

Be Prepared and Pass Your Final Examinations with

THE

SOLUTI'ON™

~ Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed
for each area covered. This material is not available in
published form.

what

The
Exatn
solution

~ In addition, each student will have the opportunity to
Write one Exam Hypothetical in each subject area.
,The completed exam may be sent to Fleming's

~ Develop Outline Organization techniques
for each area covered.

Suite 238, Mission Viejo, CA 92691, along with a

~ Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC format.

blank cassette tape and enclosed self-addressed

~ Provide Writing Technique for each area covered.

envelope (required for its returrrl. The exam will be

~ Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals
, ' for each area covered.

critiqued

Fundamentals of Law, 23166 Los Alisos Blvd.,

Schedule
Diego

-

.-------------~~----.
-<>-Sunday. November
9:00
alTl. t.o 1:00

CONTRACTS

24.
pn-a

LIVE

1996

Party

extensively through audio cassette and

returned to the student.

of Classes-

LECTURES

-<>-Sunday. NovelTlber
2:30
Pin t.o 6:30

I-U.C.C

Torts.

+l\,<londay. Novel'Tlber
6:30
pm to
• 0:30

1996

REAL
Class

Ernphasls.

Damages,

25.
1996
plTl

-¢O-Tuesday.Nove...,be ....
26.
1996
6:30 p"" to
J 0:30
Pin

'1

PROPERTY

I!'c;:r::::;e:.~~:::;;e:~s~s~::!~:::.
~

Def"enses·.

Nesllgence-Causatlon

Beneflclarle~)

24.
pm

1

TORTS
(Inf:entlonal

(Formation.
Defenses.
Breach.
Remedies.
Third

~ Most of all, train Y04 to Write Superior Answers.

~ Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting
for each area covered.

r~

YOU."

San

~ Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations.

~ Provide Exam Approach and Checklist
for each area covered.

will DO
for

EXAM

Clfts.

Easemen~.

Landlord/Tenant

Defenses)

Roo_

CIVIL

Handout)

V~nue.

Joinder.

Collateral

1

PROCEt;>URE

(Jurisdiction.

Pleadings.

Choice

Estop·pel.

L..a"".

of

Summary

JudglTtent,

Res

Judlc:.at:a)

2F

All live courses will be held at California \Western School of Law. 350 Cedar Ave,. San Diego,
-o- Sunday and Tuesday courses held in the Auditorium
... Monday
course
held
in Room
2F-

Pre-Registration
,

Guaran-.:ees space

(-Group

& OU11.lne •

Rate available to groups of 5 vvhc>register

Registration

.San Diego
Friday.
6:00

VIDEO

R.EAL

December'7.
1996
a.m to 2:00 pm

(Relevance.
Character.

(Concur.-ent

Inte.-ests,

Inte.-ests.
Class

Adve.-se

Gifts,

Future

Decernher

Opinion.

Irnpeachll'nent.

Evidence.

Possession,

Types

of

3:00

Best

Landlo.-d-Tenant)

Judicial

Evidence.

Saturday.
6:30

TORTS

(Asslsnrnent.sJ'DeleSaUons.
'Third
Party
Benefto;:larles.
Conditions.
Breach.
Rernedle.)

VIDEO

Roo",""

PROPERTY

Friday.
6:30

Nov.

22.

REMEDIES
(Tort

Due

Rernedles:
R_tltutlon

In'unctlon

LAw

COrrlft'lerc::e

proce

....

Equal

.:. Saturday.
10:00

I

am

I

Recent Cr""'nal

CRIMINAL

Darnaaes.
•.

23.

Nov_

1:00

..

Opinion.

Nov.

17.

2:00

:Z15

( ..: .. rKLf'pt

Proced'u_ Roo,"

at

Crindnal

21'

A:

proc'ed'u_1
All

video

COUI'Si'S

will

br

(Hearsay,

Judlcl.'

1996

1:00

6:30

..

I

to

C ••••

10:30

C;;lh:s.

pm

6:30

II

(~:t~~ft!~~c:~::!.~~·~i~~;::;:t

n._

VIDEO

Roo",,",

,

COIleg<". 2500 E. Nutwood'

Paclflt:; Christian

eo/k~.

A. FLEMING

Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant
For the past fifteen years. Professor Fleming hac;devoted his legal career
towards the development of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid
law students and Bar Candidates in exam writing techniques and substantive law.
Professor Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Uiw School
Prep Seminars and Rrst, Second and Third Year Law School Rnal Reviews. He is
the OfllClllizerand Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the Founder and
Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars involving
intensive exam writing techniques designed to train the law student to write the
superior answer. He is the Founder and Lecturer of LDfWShort Term Bar Review.
In addition, Professor Fleming is the Publisher of The Performance Exam Solution,
Creator of the Exam Solution Tape Series, which aids law students in exam
preparation, the Author of the Rrst Year Essay Examination Writing WorkbOok.
Second Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook, and the Third Year Essay
Examination Writing Workbook. These are available in legal Bookstores through·
out the United States.
Professor Fleming has determined that the major problem for most law
students is weak analytical skills. Most students can learn the law, but application
of the law is a stumbling block under exam cbnditions. Professor Fleming has
structured his programs to include both substantive law and legal analysis
training. This provides the rombination necessary for the development of a more
well prepared and skillful law student and Bar candidate. These courses have
made it possible for thousands of law students to improve their grades and
ultimately pass the Bar exam.
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of 5 who
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Video:
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Room
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Choice

1996

PITI

I-U.C.C.

(JUrisdiction.

PossesslOon,

1996-

Defenses.
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CIVIL

Landlord/Tenant)

pm

17.

10:30

1996
pm

LAw

Room

215

A

106

A"",. CuI C4,,"noon~althl.

Fu,,...rton

eo,,,n,;'n_altIrJ.

00

Rate available

6:30

'I

Future

Nov. 23.

Party

Thurs

1996

·CORPORATIONS

Product-.
L'ability.
N
nc...
....I.repr ..... ntatlon. a
To~.
Defam_tlon.
In ...
a.lon
of Prl ....c",

h~1d 11'11
Paclflt:; Christian

Course Lecturer:

PROFESSOR JEFF

5:00

to

Breach.

PITt

Inter_ts,

Sat:u ....
da~

Nov.

prn

(Formation.

PROPERTY

(Concurrent

._

Guarant:ees Space & Out:line: $50
the
Door (If Space Avallat.le):
$5500 • The Reglstratlon
Price
(·Group

1996

8.

7:00

to

CONTRACTS

20.

Nov.

pITt

REAL

Not.lc:e)

PITI to

6:30
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vvednesday.

Character.

TORTS

Sunday.

plT'l

Roont. 215 A

Interests.

pm
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Third

Video:
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A
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3:00
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PROCEDURE
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Pre-Registration
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Sunday.

Nov.
16. 1996
to
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Room

(Re'ev_nc::y.

Protection)

tOo

Sunday.
December

1

(Justiciability.
CornlTterce
Clause.
Federal/State
Conflicts.
Separation
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. Due
Process.
Equal
Protection')

. Tuesday.
Nov_ 19. 1996
6:30
pR'I to
10:30 PITI.
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LAvv
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Video:
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Saturday.
6:30
pm
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Video:
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All courses will be given at The First National Bank Center
40 I \W."A" Street
(in the Conference Room) DowntO'-'ln San Diego.

(Intentional
Torts.
Defenses.
Nesllaence-c.ausatton
Ernphasl

2 I 5 A

Sunday.
Nov.
17. 1996
6:30
pm to
10:30 pm
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to'
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Nov.
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Sunday.
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Saturday~
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IConspiracies

DON'T KILL THE MESSENGER ...

(cont. from p. 1)

Antitrust Division of the DOJ then initiated its own investigation using the
FTC's extensive investigatory file as
its starting point. The Department
issued 21 Civil
Investigative
Demands to Microsoft and third parties, reviewed over one million pages
of documents, and conducted over
100 interviews. The Department also
deposed 22 persons, including
Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates.
In July
1994, the
Department filed a civil complaint
under the Sherman Act, charging
Microsoft with unlawfully maintaining
a monopoly of operating systems for
IBM-compatible PCs and unreasonably restraining trade of the same
through anticornpetltlve marketing
practices.

by Darren M. Salvin, first year student

Justice Department, although it
labored hard in its follow up investigation, likewise was unable to come
up with a meaningful result.

believes to the contrary ought to be
branded a fool. I am sorry if my
It is clear to this Court
article persuaded you to reach
that
if
it
signs
the decree presented
another conclusion.
to
it,
the
message
will be that
With regard to the article's
Microsoft
is
so
powerful
that neither
content, the crux of controversy
the
market
nor
the
Government
is
seems to center around the
capable
of
dealing
with
all
of
its
imagery I chose to use, namely
monopolistic practices. The attitude
men drooling over scantily-clad
of Microsoft confirms these observawomen as would a buzzard over
tions. While it has denied publicly
fresh road-kill. While these words
that it engages in anticompetitive
are highly suggestive and inflampractices,
it refuses to give the Court
matory, they are, however, comln
any
respect
the same assurance.
pletely warranted and I will notIt
has
refused
to
take even a small
apologize for their use. Reality can
step
to
meet
any
of the reasonable
be, and oftentimes is, very disturbconcerns
that
have
been raised by
ing. No one is proud to announce
the
Court."
that animalistic encounters like the
JUDGE SPORKIN OF THE U.S.
one described exist between men
The District
Court
and women, especially between the DISTRICT COURT DENIES THE
explicitly
rejected
the
proposed
con"learned and refined" men and
MOTION
sent
decree
for
the
following
four
women in law school. But reality
reasons:
(1)
the
Government
has
The
U.S.
District
Court
tells a different story. Anyone who
, has frequented a bar can not hon- ~ for the District of Columbia denied failed to provide the Court wJth inforthe Government's motion to approve mation It needs to make its public
estly say that such behavior does
.not occur. So you have eve.ryright the consent decree on February 14, interest determination, (2) the scope
to be upset with the current state of 1995, after holding a series of three of the decree was too narrow, (3) the
'hearings with the parties during the decree. does' not address certain
affairs. It is not desirable nor
preceding six months. In the opinion, anti competitive practices which
applaudable. However, please do
Judge Stanley Sporkin stated the Microsoft states it will continue to
not kill the messenger who brings
Court denied the motion because it employ, and (4) the enforcement and
such news.
mechanisms in the
did not find the terms of the decree compliance
to be in the "public interest" as decree are not satisfactory.
required by the Tunney Act (15
U.S.C. Sec. 16). Commenting on COURT OF APPEALS REMANDS
Microsoft's practice of marketing
AND REASSIGNS
''vaporware''the opinion stated, "This
Court cannot ignore the obvious.
Another hearing was
Here is the dominant firm in the soft- scheduled
for March 16, 1995.
ware industry admitting it prean- However, In an unusual move, nom
nounces products to freeze the cur- the OOJ and Microsoft appealed the
rent software market and thereby matter to the Court of Appeals,
defeat the marketing plans of com- District of Columbia Circuit which, on
petitors that have products ready for February 23, 1995, agreed to hear
market. Microsoft admits that the the appeal.
People with cancer aren't expected to heal themselves. People with
preannouncement is solely for the _
In its March 14 Order
diabetes can't will themselves out of needing insulin. And yet you probapurpose of having an adverse impact canceling the March 16 hearing, the
bly think, like millions of people do, that you or someone you know
on a competitor's product. Its coun- District Court took strong objection to
sel states it has advised its client several supposedly inaccurate and
should be able to overcome another debilitating disthat
the practice is perfectly legal . disparaging public remarks made by
ease, depression, through sheer fortitude,
and it may continue the practice. 'the Attorney General's Office regardThe fact is, in the last
This practice of an alleged monopo- ing the Court and its decision. For
decade we've learned that
list would seem to contribute to the example, the Order states that, "The
simply snapping out of a
acquisition, maintenance, or exer- Attorney General has characterized
cise of market share."
this Court's refusal to approve the
depression would bea physiThe
opinion'
also
decree as an improper infringement
cal impossibility,
Because
expressed
Judge
Sporkin's
disapon the government's prosecutorial
He had sliCceea.?d ill frecinR
new medical research has millions
of_represscd, impon.,.·
proval
of
the
Government's'inability
discretion.· ...
Approval of. the
ished sla1res~ For
the
taught us that depression is accomplishment
of a lifetime.
to deal with Microsoft's monopolistic decree is In every respect an approLincoln hareled dc/)res, frequently biological in origin, Still
sion. the dmw rhat would fo/.
practices.
.priate judicial function."
low him always.
caused by a chemical imbal.
Chief Judge Edwards
"Microsoft
IS
a
and
Circuit
Judges
Silberman and
ance in the brain, This is good news because it
company
that
has
a
monopolist
posiBuckley of the Court of Appeals
reclassifies depression as a' physical disease instead tion in a field that is central to this heard oral arguments on April 24.
of a mental illness.
..~:i.t~i.;-;:~.~
country's well being, not only tor' the On June 16 Judge Silberman filed
While these recent discoveries
<, ,\, <~/,
balance of this century, but also for the court's opinion which remanded'
the 21st century. The Court is mind- the case to the chief judge of the disshould. help relieve some of the stig- ,~.""i'i ,/~
,
d
'hd'
A}'
Dcpressfon is caused whcn an
ful of the heroic efforts of the trict court, with instructions that it be
ma assocwte wit
epressron , a
:', """ ,
insufficient lew! uf Ihe ncuroAntitrust
Division to negotiate the assigned to another district court
transmitter semronin is /Jassed
look at history also helps. !t's
/,
:,,~
thTrJug,h the synapses
of ,he
decree.
There
is' no doubt its task judge. The Court of Appeals found
brain.
.
a well documented fact
~'"u>:..-.~.{-;,.~'Y'? '
was
formidable.
Here is a company that (1) the District Court exceeded
Above:
Orain
scan
of a
that Abrah~m Lincoln was',
\.~' /f'<' \'!\....
"normal" brain.
..
that
is
so
feared
by its competitors
its authority under the TunneyAct by
Oelow: Brain ahnormalit),
depressed for most of his
"''N''''',,,,,/, ~::::~;;;:;I;;";
found in man)' severe cases
that they believe they will be retaliat- denying decree based on allegations
of depression or manic.dc/>res.
adolescent and a~ult life.
, ed against if they disclose their iden- beyond those in complaint; (2) remeThe keys
MPpiness. A few of
tity even in an open proceeding
dies in decree were adequate; (3)
the fhousands of synapses thaI
You see, depression doesn't discriminate.
have the power
make any
before
a U.S. District Court Judge.
denial could not be justified for any
Anyone can set it, And today you can find books ~\len day one filled with joy
des{>air. All based
whether
ambiguity or for inadequate complithese channels /or ncurornmswritten about admitted sufferers Mike Wallace,
The picture that ance mechanisms, and, in a Per
mission can prof>crly send cetJoan Rivers, Dick Cavett, and Kitty Dukakis just fain signaL~ the brain.
emerges from these proceedings is Curiam opinion, directed that the
to name a few,
that the U.S. Government is either action be rsasslqned on remand.
incapable or unwilling to deal effecPlease call 1-800-717-3111 if you or someone you know needs help,
The Appeals Court's
tively with a potential threat to this finding that Judge Sporkin demonWith this better understa~cling of depression and a 80% success rate
nation's economic well being. How strated actual bias against Microsoft
with treatment, we hope you'll see that the only shame would. be not calling.
else can the four year deadlock in and "would have difficulty putting his
NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR RESEARCH ON SCHIZOPHRENIA
AND DEPRESSION
investigation conducted by the FTC
(cont. on page 5)
be explained? What is more the

It has come to my attention
that my article "My First Bar
Review" published in the last edition of the Loyola Reporter was
read, not as a dose of comic relief
as was intended, but as a prose
supporting the humiliation and
degradation of women. In fact, my
article was likened to the mindset of
a rapist who considers his female
victims nothing but subservient
objects of desire, somehow deserving of their fate. To be honest, I .
had no idea that my article, written
with about the same amount of
exacting attention that one gives to
their professor during an 8:30 a.m.
class, would stir so much offense.
Clarification of both my personal
beliefs and the intent of my ill-fated
article is necessary.
To set the record straight, I
do not subscribe to the belief that
women are property, meat, or any
other dehumanizing metaphor. I
have always believed that the only
. difference between men and
women are those obvious characteristics that can be seen by looking
in a mirror. In fact, anyone who
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from p. 4)

I

The
Sherman
Act
reaches foreign restraints of trade
previous views and findings aside"
having a "direct, substantial
and
was not arrived at lightly. Its review
reasonably foreseeable"
effect on
of the transcript
made it "patently
U.S; export trade. Since 1992 it has
,obvious" the Judge's wide-ranging
been the policy of the Antitrust
inquiries resulted from his accepDivision to challenge restraints that
tance of accusations made against
restrict U.S. export opportunities
Microsoft in "Hard Drive," a book
regardless
of whether
these
which is critical of many of its pracrestraints
also harm U.S. contices. Judge Sporkin
sought
to
sumers directly. In' 1994 Congress
address
issues
in the consent
enacted the International Antitrust
decree that had' not been raised by .Enforcement Assistance Act which
the government, simply because he
authorizes the Antitrust Division and
had read about them in "Hard'
the FTC to negotiate with foreign
Drive." The Appeals Court remarked
antitrust
agencies to permit the
that "The book's allegation.s are, of exchange of information relevant to
course, not evidence on which a civil and criminal investigations.
judge is entitled to rely, ... '"
In speeches, Assistant
Other bias examples
Attorney
General
Anne
K.
included
the Judge's
belief the
Bingaman specifically llmphasized
decree should seek to fundamentaltwo characteristics of the presently alter the Microsoft culture, perday economy "of particular concern
haps even reduce: its competitive
to antitrust enforcement - continuing
zeal. This Court found that "those
globalization
and the pervasive
objectives
exceed any legitimate
importance of intellectual property."
concerns about actual compliance
In outlining
her
policy,
Ms.
with the decree." Lastly, the District
Bingaman stressed the importance
Court allowed several companies to
of antitrust enforcement directives
proceed anonymously as "Doe" pardesigned to-create an "environment
ties to this lawsuit. -The Court of
in which competitors
spur each
Appeals stated, "We are not aware
other to faster innovation." She has
of any case in which a plaintiff was
also stressed the importance
of
allowed to sue a defendant and still
international cooperation, including
remain anonymous to that defencooperation with European antitrust
dant. Such proceedings would, as
enforcement authorities in negotiatMicrosoft argues, seriously implicate
ing the Consent
Decree
with
due process."
Apparently,
Judge
Microsoft.
The DOJ cooperated
Sporkin believed he was protecting
with the Directorate-General
IV of
the anonymous software companies , the European Commission
("DG
from Microsoft's retribution.
IV"), the European Union's antitrust
enforcement authority and Microsoft·
DOJ ANNOUNCES
ONGOING
consented with the DG IV to comply
INVESTIGATION
with provisions virtually identical to
.

those in the consent

decree .

In spite of the Appeals
Court's June 16 Order to remand
TERMS
OF THE
CONSENT
and reassign,
DOJ continued its
DECREE - PROHIBITION OF ILLEinvestigation.
Microsoft
fought
GAL-TYING
DOJ's requests for information durThe consent decree,
ing the summer of 1995, saying they
Paragraph
IV(E)(1)
prohibits.
were impeding
the. company's
Microsoft from licensing Windows
progress in getting Windows 95 and
95 under terms that are "expressly
MSN finalized
and to market in
August as planned.
According to , or impliedly conditioned upon the
licensing of, any ... other product."
Microsoft attorneys, the DOJ's freSimilarly, the following paragraph of
quent demands for information were
IV(E)(2)
"neither fair nor appropriate" as they , the Decree, Paragraph
states that the licensing of Windows
were too big to meet in the allotted
95 cannot be expressly or impliedly
time.
conditioned
upon the OEM "not
On August
8, 1995
licensing, purchasing or distributing
DOJ issued a statement which read,
any non-Microsoft product." These
"The Department
of Justice said
terms deal with Microsoft's historic
today that its investigation into the
Microsoft Network and other issues
pattern of restricting competition
associated
with possible anticomthrough "tying arrangements"
with
petitive
practices
relating
to
its customers.
In 1922,
in United
Windows
95 is ongoing.
The
Department
does not expect to
Shoe Machinery Corp: v. United
complete its investigation or reach a States, (258 U.S. 451 (1922» the
decision on possible enforcement
Supreme Court recognized
that
action prior to August 24, 1995."
"tying arrangements"
between a
manufacturer and its customers that
The DOJ took no action to stop the
had the practical effect of preventing
release of Winqows 95.
the use of a competing manufacturer's products violated the Clayton
FINAL JUDGEMENT
Act, one of the key Federal antitrust
Finally, on August 21,
statutes.
In 1958, in Northern
1995 Ju(:lge Jackson, of the District
Pacific Railway v. United States, (78
Court of the District of Columbia
S.Ct. 514 (1958» the Court defined
ordered a final judgment granting
"Tying" as "an agreement by a party
the Government's
motion
to
to sell one product but only on the
approve the consent decree. The
condition that the buyer also purfinal judgment, and Microsoft's duty
chases a different (or tied) product,
to abide by the terms of the decree,
or at least agrees that he will not
will expire on the seventy-eighth
purchasefhat
product from any
month after its entry.
other supplier. . . [Tying arrangements] are unreasonable ... whenMICROSOFT ALSO ENTERS INTO
ever a party has sufficient economic
DECREE
WITH
EUROPEAN
power with respect to the tying prodUNION

'
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uct to appreciably restrain free com- . Windows 95 were purchased.
The DOJ's concern
petition in the market for the tied
regarding MSN would probably be
product ... "
that Microsoft is attempting to use
The competitive
evil
its roughly 90% market share in the
the courts find in tying arrangePC operating
system market as
ments is that a company's market
leverage into the on-line commerce
power (which may well be perfectly
market. where it has no particular
legitimate) in one product is leverpresence.
aged into another
product line
During the summer of
where the company otherwise does
1996 Microsoft announced it would
not have market power, so that
begin changing its direction for MSN
competition in the second product
from that of an ISP in direct compeline is reduced. Court's concern
over this abuse of market power is tition with AOL, CompuServe .and
substantial; courts will generally not Prodigy, to an Internet-based "conbuy economic rationalizations
of tent mall." This 'may be Microsoft's
tying arrangements, but instead find ,way of conceding to DOJ and ending the "tying" matter, at least in the
a company guilty of an antitrust
U.S. This change in direction has
offense whenever an objectionable
not relieved any competitive prestying arrangement is shown.
sure on ISPs however. As recently"
as
October
31,
1996
AOL
THE WINDOWS 95 LAUNCH
announced a more competitive pricing structure, $19.95 per month for
At the Windows
95
unlimited access.
launch ceremony in August 1995,
Chairman Gates was asked What
Microsoft would do if courts were to NEWCOMPLAINTS
ultimately decide MSN could not be
bundled
with Windows
95. He
New
issues
were
replied, "You've asked if we can
added
to the fray
in early
rearrange the bits on CD and floppy
September 1995. PC Week reportdisks. Given enough time we could
ed that users who upgrade from
rearrange the bits. The icon could , Windows 3.1 to Windows 95, and
be put somewhere else .. " Gates"
then use--MSN, will have a critical
statement reflects his disdain for the
piece of on-line access software
DOJ's meddling into his affairs.
(the WINSOCK program) renamed
Further it completely ignores the
and replaced with a Microsoft verunderlying issue that would be the
sion that does 'not work with
basis for such a court ruling. In Netscape and other access softGates' mind the courts have no right ware. I had this same problem when
to tell him what software he can
I installed Windows95.
However,
bundle together, but if forced he will when I contacted
MSN's on-line
comply with the letter of the ruling.
technical support staff they quickly
The implication
is that he would
provided me with a multi-step "fix"
attempt to circumvent the "sQ_irit"of which though effective,
required
the hypothetical unbundling ruling
extra effort on my part.
by packaging
Windows95
and
Then, on November
'Internet Explorer in such a manner
21, 1995 PC Week reported the
as to avoid the perception
of
Department
had stepped up its
bundling while still making them
antitrust probe in response to further
readily available for consumers to complaints from online providers
acquire and install at the sama'tirne.
that Microsoft was now bundling'
This could be achieved through variMSN with Windows NT (another
ous technological means, which in Microsoft operating system for busieffect, would simply require that
nesses) and Microsoft,Office ..
Microsoft "rearrange the bits on CD
OEMs
REPORT
POSSI.BLE
and floppy disks." One Wall Street'
ONGOING
VIOLATIONS
OF CON-'
analyst speculated in Barron's late
SENT
DECREE
in September
that it would cost
Microsoft
perhaps five cents a
Beginning
in 1996
share in earnings over the next year
many
OEMs
privatelyreported
to
if it had to modify the code in
Netscape
marketing
practices
by
Windows 95 to make MSN connecMicrosoft which might still be in viotivity more indirect.
lation of the consent decree. They
complained that these practices are
DOJ's OTHER INV,ESTIGATIONS
forcing them into an intolerable posiOF MICROSOFT
tion. In some situations Microsoft
has threatened to increase licensing
1995 was a banner
fees if OEMs did not allow its web
year fol' DOJ investigations
of
browser, Internet Explorer, to be
Microsoft. In addition to the consent
loaded onto the PCs and keep
decree related activities, the DOJ
Netscape's browsers off. The OEMs
also
investigated
Microsoft's
complain, that "It's hard to balance
planned merger with Intuit, Inc.
the needs of our customers with our
Although Microsoft ultimately decided to forego its purchase of Intuit in . need to maintain margin. But this
makes it harder for users to select
the face of a DOJ lawsuit, DOJ
the browser they may want unless
gained a great deal of insight into
they install it themselves." Netscape
the benefits to Microsoft of combinhas documented these complaints
ing operating system software and
in its August 1996 open letter to the
application
software.
DOJ also
investigated Microsoft's bundling of Justice Department.
The issue is not clear .
The Micro-soft Network's
(MSN)
cut,
however.
"Even if you put all of
online and Internet service with
Netscape's
charges
together and
Windows 95. Although no action
take
them
as
being
true,
it is not
was taken, Microsoft did not put the
clear
if
Microsoft
violates
any
full 'MSN client into the initial
antitrust
legislation,"
said
John
Windows 95 release. Apparently the
Briggs,
past chairman
of the
decision had little if any effect on
sales. During its first two months on
Conspiracies (cont. on p. 7)
the market, 7 million copies of
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STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT OR
FIRSl' BLUNDER?
Movie Critique For Those Familiar With Star Trek
By Dale Reicheneder- Trekker
This was the worst Star Trek
movie ever made.
From the outset, I couldn't
help but get the impression that
Paramount wanted to make a cheap,
low-cost, budget film.
For those thinking we were,
at last, going to see a 'Star Trek
movie that would finally get out of the
"higher meaning" concept and just
have a good old blast fest against the
. tough Borg-forget it, wishful thinking. The battle scene lasts only a
few minutes at the beginning of the
film. The Borg's 2-in-1 ship presented little threat, which is a far cry from
their invincibility we were shown six
years ago in the Next Generation
sertes., The last episode of the Next
Generation still remains as the best
battle sequence. The remaining
fighting is lame, handto-hand "combat" with Borg drones,
not exciting but cheap to do.
The bottom line, the special
effects were lousy and unimaginative. Weekly episodes of the Next
Generation had better effects, and
more of them.
Can you say claustrophobia?
Jonathan Frakes (Cmdr. William
Riker) fails as director. After a few
minutes of film, I started yearning for
some wide, panoramic shots-none
came. Not once do we get to see the
short fight with the Borg ship far
enough back to get a full view of the'
entire battlespace.. Instead, it's like

Lt. Cmdr. La Forge no longer
wears his eye visor. Hmmmm, during the Next Generation series, a
whole episode was used to showcase La Forge's desire to keep his
visor as is. I guess he had a change
of heart.
Counselor Troi had a minimal part. Thank God. She was ugly
with her new hair style and gaunt
face that made me wonder whether
she's been using cocaine to fill up
her free time since the Next
Generation series ended. It was no
coincidence, I suppose, that her
biggest scene portrayed her as a
drunk.
Zefram Cochrane, the fearless pilot, acted out -anoverused scenario of drunken brilliant/crazy scientist-the professor in Back to the
Future was far better.
. Beverly Crusher, the good
doctor, had a minimal part, but.she's
actually learning how to act-slowly;
but, at least, she looked good.
Lily Sloane, Cochrane's sidekick. I kept asking myself, what the
hell is she doing in this movie? She
was nothing but an annoyance that
·Picard should have just punched out.
·Kirk would have. Instead, Sloane
wanders around the Enterprise with a
phaser pointed at Picard for what
seemed like forever.
With the
Enterprise 80% assimilated, Picard
takes five minutes out to explain
what's happening to this hysterical

watching the entire movie with binoculars.
Even the scenes that take
place on earth are shown in narrow,
microframes of vision. I felt like Iwas

woman! Sloane was ter-rible. The
·only good thing is that unless the
Enterprise time travels again, we'll

trapped in a box peeping out of a tiny
little pin-hole during the whole movie.
The set on earth was cheap
also. I guess there was. a sale on
cardboard somewhere.
The Enterprise"E", to be fair,
is awesome. Finally a starship with
fearsome looks and a battle ready
bridge is patrolling Federation space.
Unfortunately,
we mostly are
. exposed (no thanks to Frakes' poor
directing) to small compartmentalized
hallways filled with roaming Borq.
And several minutes of film dedicated to showing gloved hands turning
three dials was unbelievably useless,
purposeless,
and mindless on
Frakes' part. Simply a waste of film
and time.
The crew of the Enterprise is
changing. Picard looks to old to be a
formidable presence. It's time Cmdr.
Riker took over the helm.
Lt. Cmdr. Wort is getting too
civilized, he had an opportunity to
give Picard a healthy swat and didn't
take it. Perhaps Worf is either
becoming too human of a Klingon, or
he really is, as Picard stated, a coward.
Lt. Crndr. Data is also
becoming too human, but after all,
that's his mission in life. But Data's
makeup artist stunk, he made Data
look like a grease monkey, but he
came through in the end, as he usuall did.

IConcert cont. from p. 2
Conclusion:
Overall, this is a concert that

never have to see Sloane again.
Finally, if they wanted someone to
play Whoopie's character, why not
Whoopie, Sloane was a cheap imitation.
Captain Picard ...will never
come close to being a captain as
great as Kirk. Riker is proving himself to be better than Picard and
should take over in the next movie.
But first, take away Frakes' director's
license.
Lastly, the script. If time
travel is such a simple endeavor for
the Borg, so easy in fact, that they
can pinpoint their destination to the
exact day they want 300 years in the
past, why didn't (or why don't) the
'Borg first travel back in time, then
proceed to earth-the
Federation
wouldn't be around yet? Why did
they first travel to Federation space
to battle it out, lose their cubic skeletal ship and then go back in time...it
made no sense whatsoever. And
then the r;novie concluded, is the
Enterprise trapped in the year 2063,
or is time travel for the Federation a
no-hum thing too? Time travel is the
wrong subject matter for Star Trekit raises more questions than it can
answer in 112 minutes of film.
This movie was a blunder
from start to finish. And the great
Borg concept, has been ruined by
Brannon Braga, Rick Berman, and
Ronald Moore.

will not only benefit our community,
but in dolnq so it will also .benefit our
school and our students. There is
virtually no cost to the school. All I
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NEEDED. LASTLY, INCLUDE YOUR NAME AND PHONE
NUMBER.
BRING YOUR ARTICLE TO THE LOYOLA REPORTER
OFFICE IN THE RAINS (LIBRARY) BLDG., ROOM 122.
EITHER -SLIP IT UNDER THE DOOR OR LEAVE IT IN THE·
SUBMISSION ENVELOPE POSTED OUTSIDE THE DOOR.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, CALL US AT (~13) 736-8117.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO PRINTING WHAT YOU HAVE TO
SAYl
Freedom Summer
(cont. from page 1)
Americans. The campaign taught
me about the challenges as well as
the benefits of diversity. The No
on 209 Campaign was a campaign
for diversity, which consisted of a
coalition of organizations that were
themselves diverse. From the
ACLU to "Hollywood Celebrities
Against CCRI," the coalition displayed a wide range of political
Viewpoints.
However, despite
these differences, they all shared'
common 'commitment to combat
persisting discrimination against
minorities in education, employment and contracting.

a

ask for is the opportunity to make
this vision into a reality. I need the
school's approval on this matter
and access to the main campus for
the site of the concert.
Upon
receipt of such approval and
access, I may begin booking artists
and getting sponsors for the event.
However, time is of the essence
and performers may make other
arrangements unless I get a commitment from them early.
If you are skeptical about
my ability to accomplish this feat, I
ask you to give me a chance to
prove myself. Give me approval of
the concert and access to the main
campus. If I am unable to book the

Supporting affirmative action
with the No on 209 campaign this
summer proved to be a rewarding
and memorable
experience.
Working in the heart of the campaign not only challenged me on
the legal issues of affirmative
action, but more importantly,
helped me to articulately address
those issues to educate others. I
thank the Public Interest Law
Foundation at Loyola Law school
and its supporters for affording me
this opportunity to interact with so
many talented people. Their commitment to equality for minorities
and women has inspired me to
continue to work for human rights.

artists, then there will be no concert. The school will have nothing
to lose and everything to gain.
Ihope that this will
become a tradition and a legacy
that will place Loyola as a leader
within our community and at the
same time help our students
accomplish their goals. I look forward in hearing from you soon and
will be more than happy to meet
with you and answer any questions
you may have in regards to this
matter.
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Read the paper that covers the law bet- ,
ter than any other source: the Los Angeles

: _YES!!
:

Sign me up for one month FREE of the Daily Journal as a law school
student at Loyola.
.

I
I

:

Name

I

Daily Journal.

:

I

School

Loyola

: Address

,
I

Loyola students can now get the Daily
Journal for one month free before 12/31/96

Conspiracies
(cant. fram p 5)
American Bar Association's section
on antitrust and a partner at Howrey
and Simon in Washington.
Microsoft's
position
has always been that its bundling
practices do not amount to illegal
tying. Russ Siegelman, Microsoft's
on-line services general manager,
was quoted in Computer Reseller
News in early August 1996 as saying, "Tying means you've got to buy
one thing before you buy something
else. We are not forcing OEMs to
pay for Microsoft Network clients." I
believe it was Don Vito Corleone's
policy never to force anyone to
cooperate either.
OEMs on the other
hand, have a different opinion about
Microsoft's alleged strong arm tactics. In Netscape's
open letter to
DOJ, an OEM is quoted as saying,
"Microsoft gave me a deal I couldn't
refuse.
Free
dialer,
browser
[Internet Explorer], developer's kit,
free distributable,
etc ....
I know
Netscape is better, but $0 v. $18K
is impossible to beat."
"Mierosoft has gone so
far as to offer us free Web servers
and free support [but they required]
an exclusivity
clause that would
have prevented
us from recommending
Netscape,"
said Gene
Diveglia, vice president of information services at Intelligent Network
Online Inc., in Clearwater, Florida.
Intelligent Network Online does not.
recommend any particular company's Internet software to their customers.
An official at one major
ISP said Microsoft tried in several
ways to convince the company to
distribute
Internet
Explorer
3.0
exclusively.
A second ISP said

I
I

:
I
I
I
I
I
I

Microsoft offered products and services.-but with an exclusivity clause.
Not_satisiied with domination of the U.S. market, Microsoft
offered a European telecommunications provider free copies of MSN
and Internet Explorer and $3.00 for
every copy of Netscape
they
removed from their internal corporate PCs.
William
Neukom,
senior vice president of law and
corporate affairs at Microsoft, vehemently denied that Microsoft offered
any financial incentives to PC makers and denied all charges made by
Netscape
in their letter to the
Justice Department.
Offering no
apologies in 'regards to dealings
with ISPs Neukom simply said that
there is nothing
illegal
about
aggressive promotions.
Microsoft's
nearmonopoly over the operating systems market enables it to flood the
market with. free products, crushing
competitors.
An tnslpht into Bill
Gates' perspective on this matter is
revealed in the following comment
he mace to Financial Times this
June: "Our business model works
even if all Internet
software
[Microsoft's and Netscape's] is free.
, We are still selling operating systems. What does Netscape's business model look like [if that happens]? Not very good. [Netscape
does not sell operating systems.]"
A Microsoft representative
openly
admitted
that
Microsoft's strategy was domination
of the Internet software industry
durinq a program sponsored
by
Motorola: "Our intent is to flood the
market with free Internet software
and squeeze Netscape until they
run out of cash."
Although
this
cut-

City

State

Zip

+4

Phone
Mail or Fax to: Daily Journal Circulation Department
915 E. First Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 229-5425 • Fax (213) 680-3682

throat attitude is entrenched in businesses such as bond tradino. many
believe both the nascent Internet
software industry and the consumer
will suffer unfairly if Microsoft is
allowed to go unchecked.
If the
market were to remain open it is far
more likely that innovative developments will come from small competitors than from Microsoft. To the
extent Microsoft does try to innovate, it will likely do so only under
the spur of competition. Still others
believe, that given Microsoft's
delayed entry into the Internet software market resulting in arguably
somewhat inferior products, that
MicrosofJ: might believe that forcing
its competition out of business is
the only way for it to survive.
THE MARKET'S

RESPONSE

The
major
on-line
Internet service providers (ISPs) America On Line (AOL), Prodigy
and Cornpuserve
- have all complained about the bundling of MSN
with Windows 95, and it is widely'
assumed their concerns formed a
good portion of the basis for DOJ
. pursuing its investigation
in the
summer of 1995. AOL's response
has been to flood consumers with
their software, as have Prodigy and
CompuServe to a lesser degree.
They assert that having MSN bundled as an application in a monopoly operating system does not give
other ISPs equal opportunity
to
compete. Windows 95 buyers will
not have to take additional steps to
get on-line, they only have to click
on the MSN icon. This results in
Microsoft having an unfair competitive advantage, according to the
other on-line services.

CONCLUSION
The next article' will
explore
Microsoft's
escalating
assault on the Internet softwareindustry through so called "aggressive promotions" in apparent disregard for its own consent decree
with the DOJ. The third and final
article' will place Microsoft's' 'insidious Internet software
products
under a microscope and explore
their dangerous capabilities. It will
also consider a possible conspiracy
scenario as the reason for these
pernicious products.
A few examples
of
Microsoft's
treacherous
tactics
include:
(1)
claiming
that
WebServer software. can only run
on the Windows NT "server" operating system because the Windows
NT. "workstation" operating system
is not "powerful" enough and then
having it disclosed by computer
experts that the NT Server operating system is really identical to the
NT workstation, and was really not
more powerful at all. However, in
spite of the fact they were identical,
because it was supposed to be
more powerful, Microsoft sold NT
Server
for
$1,100
and
NT
Workstation for $400; (2) creating
secret undocumented 'hooks' in the
Windows NT operating system so
that Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) and only two other vendors.
can use them to gain 'performance
advantages over their competitors;
(3) creating Internet software that
can do anything from reformatting a
user's hard drive to copying all their
e-mail. or files back to the website,
without the user's authorization or
awareness and without any way to
trace the cause back to its source.
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